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Treat TheTreat TheTreat The

She has a secret in her heart and a riddle in her looks. She is the ruler of her
domain. She is fearless. She is a powerful woman.

She is the wind of progress, cutting through the clouds and bringing new life
all around.  She has many different looks, colors, and moods, yet her fire burns
with the same intensity all the time.  We celebrate today's lady and present her
with the ultimate  beauty accessory, a comprehensive line of top-quality  color
cosmetics that allow her to be whatever she wants to be. And we feel that the
finest color in the world is one that  compliments you.





The Beautiful The Lips, 
The Beautiful The Smile
Pamper your lips with luscious hydration or add the gloss of the best shine. Color your
gorgeous pout whichever you choose, bright or subtle. Define your lovely lips and
express yourself with a variety of colors. A stunning lip color draws attention to your
face and helps you stand out. With one smile and that perfect, tempting shade, you
can charm the entire world.

Spruce up your life and make it more vibrant with AG Industries!



Flawless Texture 
With A Pleasant,
Velvety Feel

With AG Industries

HD Bullet Matte Lipstick

A rich and transfer-proof composition that provides
an intensive layer of smooth texture and color to the
lips. Designed to be long-lasting, it provides comfort
and softness while set all day without the need for
touch-ups.

It feels incredibly smooth on the lips and leaves a
highly pigmented matte finish, giving you perfect
smooth lips.

Ultra pigmented

Luxurious quality

HD Matte finish

Available in different shades.
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Let Your Lips
Dazzle All Day Long

An exotic formula that is denser, creamier, and more
pigmented, and is designed to make your lips shine
like never before. Its creamy consistency, enriched
with Vitamin A, Jojoba oil, and Argan oil, smoothes
your lips and helps to retain softness and moisture
while providing an absolute transfer-proof finish.

The long-lasting color makes it ideal for an
everyday look.

With AG Industries

Hi-Sheen Liquid Lip Luster

Highly pigmented

Incredibly hydrating

Ultra shiny finish

Long-lasting color

Available in multiple enticing colors.
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Matte Splash With
Velvety Smoothness

With AG Industries

Bullet Crème Matte Lipstick

Give your lips an elegant crème matte finish to enhance
your beauty and appeal. The color-rich creamy texture
lasts a long time, providing complete coverage and a
luxurious finish. A variety of brilliant colors to suit all moods
will help you stand out no matter what the event or time.

Vitamin E and A infusion

Shea butter for intense moisturizing

Intense color with a single stroke

Long-lasting

Available in brilliant colors to suit any mood or occasion.
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Lips Coated
In Brilliance

With AG Industries

Long-Lasting Liquid Lipstick

A unique and sumptuous product with a feather- light,
smudge-proof, transfer-proof texture that distributes
easily and evenly. It has a silky matte texture and a highly
strong color that lasts all day. A combination of waxes
and jellifying ingredients prevents dryness and provides
all-day comfort.

Available in a variety of dazzling colors,
including metallic, ranging from
subtle to dramatic.
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Lips That Sparkle
With Radiance

With AG Industries

Silk Shine Lip Gloss

A sumptuous lip delight with an ultra-lightweight texture and a
non-sticky sensation. With each stroke, the product glides
smoothly to provide an even, high-gloss finish. The high-viscosity
oils maintain the softness of your lips by generating a pleasant
layer that inhibits moisture loss.

Dazzling shine

Ultra-light texture

Velvety smooth feel

Available in a variety of dazzling colors ranging
from subtle to strong.
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Lips Are  Nourished
And Hydrated

With AG Industries

Semi-Matte Lip Crayon

An amazing delight for tender lips, with a rich semi-matte
texture and seamless coverage. This light, pleasant, and
hydrating lip crayon will tempt your lips. With its vast
spectrum of hues and unrivaled lasting power, this is the
ideal go-to lip product for everyday usage.

Semi-matte finish

Smooth and even coverage

Long-lasting wear

Available in a variety of vibrant colors
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Let The
Eyes Smoke!
A glamorous eye makeup instantly elevates any look. There are
several methods to draw attention to your eyes, including solid,
bright colors, a light sparkle, or a dab of glitter. Eye makeup,
whether natural or dramatic, is the simplest method to add a pop
of color to your overall look. Experiment with colors to reflect your
mood, whether it's a traditional sweep of eyeliner or a bright eye
shadow. After all, the eyes are the soul's windows.



Just Wing It!

This new water-resistant and long-lasting eyeliner

will give you beautifully highlighted eyes. Its ultra-

matte texture glides effortlessly across the lids 

and waterline to provide a powerful deep finish

in a single stroke.

With AG Industries

True Define Matte Eyeliner

Extremely long-lasting

Ultra- Matte texture

Water-resistant

Deep black

Smudge-proof
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Intense Kajal

A long-lasting, rich, and velvety product that defines and
intensifies your eyes. It offers a high payoff and profoundly
nourishes your eyes due to its unique combination of
conditioning ingredients. Because of its soft, comforting
texture, it can be used safely on the waterline and inner
rims of the eyes.

With AG Industries

Deep Classifying Kajal

Incredibly black

Flawless

Ideal for waterline
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Liquid
Matte Eyeliner

With a single swipe of this deep black gel-liquid eyeliner,
you can get bold and striking eyes. It is completely
waterproof and smudge-proof. It comes with a simple
applicator that glides easily over the eyes.

With AG Industries

Eye Rule Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner

 Smudge-resistant

Rich matte black

12-hour stay
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Always Be
Ramp Ready!

Get a rush of vibrant color payoff for your eyes. Redefine
them with enticing colors that suit your mood for each
occasion and may be worn on a daily basis. The smooth,
pleasant texture is incredibly safe for your eyes and is
lightweight.

With AG Industries

Deep Define Kajal

Colored Kajal

Dazzling hues

Super velvety

Multipurpose eye makeup

It has a smooth, creamy, and moisturizing composition
that makes it ideal for multifunctional eye makeup.

Available in a broad range of bold and classy colors.
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Have a
Fabulash Day

Say goodbye to flaky lashes with this game- changing
mascara, which instantly adds thickness, length, and
volume to your lashes without weighing them down.
The luxurious texture and specifically crafted brush
cover every lash and increase the volume by ten times. 

No smearing, smudging, or flaking!

With AG Industries

Intense Lash Mascara

Volumizing

High definition

Waterproof

Long-lasting
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Alluring Hues

High-quality eye shadow in a range of rich colors to let
you create a variety of fascinating day and nighttime
looks. Because of the soft and pliable texture, consistent
color dispersion and flawless application are possible. It
does not wrinkle or form spots. 

With AG Industries

Deep Spirit Eye shadow in alluring hues

Silky smooth texture

Deep color

Alluring shine

Can be used alone or in combination to produce a unique
appearance each time.
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For a Picture
perfect Look
Bring out your skin's radiance. A well-crafted foundation is a must-
have in your cosmetic arsenal; it turns you into the most attractive
version of yourself while nurturing and caressing your skin. Give
your face a natural-looking glow while making it refined, healthy,
and stunning. Go ahead and accentuate your best qualities.
Perfect skin boosts your confidence and appeal, so let your face
speak for itself.





Spotless
Gorgeous Face

Our new concealer has a gentle, blendable texture for
perfect skin every day. Conceals dark circles, age spots,
redness, and wide pores to deliver flawless coverage
and color correction for smooth skin.

With AG Industries

Complete Coverage Concealer 

Blends flawlessly

Provides complete coverage

Beautiful and flawless skin
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Available in four perfect shades



Perfect
Radiance Foundation

A remarkable combination that leaves your skin velvety
soft.   Advanced Luminous Technology intensively
hydrates the face, and a uniqueoil-absorbing power
eliminates excess shine for a bright velvety-matte finish.
It also offers skin-nourishing properties, as well as UV
filters and anti-aging components.

With AG Industries

Perfect Radiance Liquid Foundation

Matte finish

Full coverage

Super-hydrating

SPF 30

Anti-aging components

Available in four perfect shades
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Natural
Radiance

A smooth, ultra light powder that quickly

illuminates and evens out the tone of your

skin. Special ingredients absorb excess

sebum and make the product easy to

distribute for natural-looking coverage.

Finish your look with a small dusting or

dab of this powder to keep your makeup

appearing fresh and flawless throughout

the day.

With AG Industries

Flawless Radiance Compact Powder

Silky-matte finish

Ultra-lightweight

Matches all skin tones

Available in three  perfect shades
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Perfect Radiance
Loose Powder

This refined powder is ideal for all skin types and
fixes makeup while leaving skin poreless and
natural-looking. The shine control product mattifies
the skin and keeps your makeup looking fresh
throughout the day.

With AG Industries

Makeup Pro Fix Loose Powder

Pearly finish

Perfect glow

Feathery touch

Matte finish for skin refinement

Its easy application across the face results in a
flawless pearly finish.  
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For The
Charming Blush

Enhance your complexion with this silky soft
powder blush that blends easily to give your
cheeks a vibrant, natural glow. It is easy to
apply and feels light and soft on the skin. 

With AG Industries

Smooth Luminous Blush

Soft silky texture

Vibrant hues

Long-lasting wear

Available in five versatile shades
that suit every skin tone
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Clean Beauty

A unique biphasic Micellar water that works on
two levels: it immediately removes dirt and
makeup while also restoring and moisturizing
the skin. It removes waterproof, stubborn makeup
and is mild enough for all skin types.

With AG Industries

Face & Eye Makeup Remover

Direction To Use:

Shake well before use. Apply with a cotton pad on the
closed eyelids, lips, and face.







A. G. Industries    |     A. G. Aromatics Pvt. Ltd.

Our Sister Concerns

Addresses 
C-11, Sector 85 & B-55, Sector 83, Noida, U�ar Pradesh 201305, India

www.pureoilsindia.com+91 0120-4226650
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